Social service agency faces dilemma on teen pregnancy
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LIGHTNING LEAVES IN CRITICAL CONDITION

Thunderstorm rattles Boston area

By James Vainas and Emma Brown

The top Pentagon official said time was running out to hold talks with the Taliban, and that the two mortgage giants re-

During this time, the Globe's website, www.boston.com, will be unavailable.

WASHINGTON — At first, it looked like the case of Baby Face Frank, who appeared on CBS last Monday evening, wearing a suit and tie and answering questions about his appearance.

But the thing I could not handle," said "Moore, the ugly air conditioning units spoiling beautiful bay windows. In June, Moore, a computer programmer, and his partner, Michael Olinger, a flight attendant, purchased a one-bedroom in a new midrise building on Beacon Street in the South End with central air conditioning and a flat, dry, basement.

Temporary span is raising frustration on South Shore

The Fore River Bridge's replacement a long way off

By Eric Moskowitz

The Fore River Bridge's replacement a long way off

QUINCY — When the Pro-River Bridge is raised to allow ships to pass, traffic grids at a half circle outside Patrick's Hair Design, a half-

The passing of a UMass professor who ran a marine laboratory sprouting up all over downtown;

The storm tore through the Boston area about 10:50 p.m. and dropped nearly one inch of rain in less than an hour, according to the National Weather Service. Wind speeds in some parts of Greater Boston hit 45 miles an hour. Across the region, two to four inches of rain fell and power line, washed out streets, and knocked out traffic lights, weather service and police of-

At 263 Citronelle Avenue, a one-bedroom in a building near the reservoir, the oldest victim was 13 years old, while the oldest was in his 40s; paramedics monitored victims with DVA.
Barack Obama has reached an agreement in principle on a Combined Security Transition Command yesterday in Kabul.

The command that has been negotiated over the past several weeks would be modeled on a similar command in Iraq. The agreement was reached during a visit by Obama to Afghanistan, where he discussed the situation with Afghan leaders, including President Hamid Karzai.

Obama plans to speak near Berlin's Brandenburg Gate.

Obama arrived in Berlin on Wednesday morning, and will spend several hours there discussing the global financial crisis with European leaders. He is expected to announce a new strategy for dealing with the crisis during his visit.

Obama is scheduled to meet with Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany later this week. The two leaders are expected to discuss a range of issues, including the global economy, climate change, and security.

Obama's visit to Berlin comes at a time of high tension between the United States and Europe over a range of issues, including the war in Afghanistan and the financial crisis.

Obama is expected to meet with Merkel on Thursday, and then travel to Italy to meet with Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. The two leaders are expected to discuss the global economy and security.

Obama's visit to Berlin is part of a larger tour of Europe that includes stops in the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. The trip is expected to last several days.

Barack Obama and Sergeant First Class Ishanna Fenton of US Special Operations Command attend a function in the Tiergarten park.

Barack Obama and Sergeant First Class Ishanna Fenton of US Special Operations Command attend a function in the Tiergarten park.

Barack Obama's campaign is struggling to keep up with the massive spending by the Romney campa